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Abstract

ing the application of ASR to speech and language pathology.
Much of this research investigates very specific applications,
such as stuttering [9], dysarthria [10, 11] and Parkinson’s Disease [12]. Research has also investigated the application of
ASR to children’s speech development, assessing autism spectrum disorders [13], childhood apraxia of speech [14], cleft lip
and palate [15] and general language development [16]. Despite the increasing abundance of such research, the focus remains primarily on therapy rather than screening, with very little work addressing the need for a broadly applicable screening
tool [16, 17].
A key challenge which has constrained clinical ASR is the
scarcity of data available for the target population. A number
of approaches have been leveraged to deal with this scarcity.
In adult speech articulation entropy has been used, which is
a proxy measure for the number of distinct phonemes a person produces [12]. For children’s speech acoustic features like
pause events, which are more robust to the variability, have been
successfully used with connected speech [16]. Whilst these approaches have been shown to be effective for segregating between individuals with broadly normal and abnormal language
production, they cannot identify specific articulation errors and
are not suitable for young children. Other approaches have exploited the fact that many assessments of speech and articulation are made with known texts. The improvement in recognition this can yield for clinical ASR has been demonstrated previously by this group [17], where an improvement of 33.1% in
phoneme recognition was achieved when the target text was exploited by the constrained decoder. Other groups have had similar success with this approach, improving detection of pathological voice by 20% [18].
Deep Neural Networks (DNN) currently offer state of the
art performance for ASR. Due to the high complexity of the
models, however, significant amounts of annotated speech data
are often required for training (i.e. thousands of hours of
speech). For data-scarce tasks, this can often lead to the overfitting of acoustic models. Transfer learning methods address
this issue by training the DNN on a larger, out-of-domain corpora and then re-purposing the learnt features to train a network on a smaller, in-domain, dataset. Such methods have been
shown to be effective for low-resource languages [11, 19] and
disordered adult speech [20]. For low-resource languages, an
improvement of 10-30% has been shown when the underlying DNN is trained on the higher-resource language and then
the language specific parameters are estimated from the lowresource language [19]. Applications in dysarthric speech have

This paper describes the continued development of a system to
provide early assessment of speech development issues in children and better triaging to professional services. Whilst corpora
of children’s speech are increasingly available, recognition of
disordered children’s speech is still a data-scarce task. Transfer
learning methods have been shown to be effective at leveraging out-of-domain data to improve ASR performance in similar
data-scarce applications. This paper combines transfer learning, with previously developed methods for constrained decoding based on expert speech pathology knowledge and knowledge of the target text. Results of this study show that transfer
learning with out-of-domain adult speech can improve phoneme
recognition for disordered children’s speech. Specifically, a
Deep Neural Network (DNN) trained on adult speech and finetuned on a corpus of disordered children’s speech reduced the
phoneme error rate (PER) of a DNN trained on a children’s corpus from 16.3% to 14.2%. Furthermore, this fine-tuned DNN
also improved the performance of a Hierarchal Neural Network
based acoustic model previously used by the system with a PER
of 19.3%. We close with a discussion of our planned future developments of the system.
Index Terms: Automated Speech Recognition, Speech Therapy, Speech Assessment Tools

1. Introduction
In Australia as many as one in every twenty preschool-aged
children have a speech disorder [1]. Childhood speech disorders are similarly prevalent in other countries [2, 3]. Untreated,
childhood speech and language difficulties may have a long
term, negative effect on a person educationally, vocationally,
and socially [4]. It has been shown that the best predictor for
children’s later speech outcomes is the type of phonological errors made when they are young [5, 6]. To ensure the best outcomes for children, identification of error patterns and treatment
is required at an early age [7]. The process of identification and
triaging children to receive therapy represents a significant practical challenge, given not only the shortage of Speech and Language Pathologists (SLP) in many countries but their uneven
distribution [8]. The application of automatic speech recognition (ASR), to assess and identify children with high-risk error
patterns, has the potential to not only reduce burden on SLP but
help ensure that the children most in need receive the appropriate clinical treatment.
There has been an increasing body of research investigat-
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yielded performance improvements of a similar magnitude, utilising out-of-domain varieties of Dutch to train a DNN which is
then adapted to pathological Flemish speech [11]. Stochastic
feature mapping has also shown success for recognition of children’s speech at the word level, utilising out-of-domain adult
speech [21].
In this paper, we investigate whether an approach utilising
transfer learning combined with previously developed methods
for constrained decoding based on knowledge of the target text
[17], can be applied to improve the detection of phonological errors in children’s speech. A large and readily available dataset
of adult Australian speech is used to train a base DNN, which
is then transferred to train our target DNN of disordered Australian children’s speech.

2.3. Phonological Error Pattern (PEP) Detection
Finally, the most likely sequence of phonemes is passed through
a decision tree to detect PEPs. First the sequence is compared with the target to determine whether an articulation error
has occurred (insertion, deletion or substitution of an expected
phoneme). Then, utilising other normative data and information
about the child, the typicality of the error can be assessed. For
example, at age 3 years a fronting error where \TH\ is substituted for \F\ in the word ‘teeth’ is considered a typical error,
however the backing error \TH\→ \S\ is considered atypical.
As atypical errors are indicative of a higher risk of speech delay, knowledge of the typicality can be leveraged to determine
whether to recommend that the child to be further assessed by a
human SLP.

2. Automated Assessment System

2.4. Speech Corpora
This work utilises a large out-of-domain corpus of Australian
English adult speech, the AusTalk corpus [24] and a much
smaller target corpus of disordered children’s speech from the
Murdoch Children’s Research Institute (MCRI).
The AusTalk corpus contains modern Australian English
of 861 adult speakers aged between 18 and 83, acquired from
both cities and regional areas across Australia. Data from
each speaker was collected during three independent one-hour
recording sessions consisting of both read and spontaneous
speech tasks. Spontaneous and prompted speech each comprise
approximately 50% of each recording. We used a subset of data
from 109 speakers for which speech has been transcribed and
annotated. The data from 98 speakers were used for training the
DNN models, whilst the data from 11 speakers was reserved for
validation (i.e. optimisation of model parameters).
The MCRI corpus consists of 114 unique child speakers,
aged between 3 and 14 years, collected by expert SLPs from the
MCRI. The data includes correct and misarticulated word samples as evaluated by an expert SLP. Only recordings deemed to
be ‘good’ (word clearly intelligible, with low background noise
and an undistorted recording) were used. A sub-set of 10 isolated words exhibiting typical PEPs from the DEAP Phonology,
Inconsistency and Articulation sub-tests were selected to test
the proof of concept system. In total 1173 words were used,
39.50% which were misarticulated. These words represent 21
of the 39 phonemes used in Australian English.

Figure 1 presents the three stage assessment system (the ‘proof
of concept’ which was developed in [17] and [22]). This paper presents improvements to the initial stage, whilst maintaining the novel constrained HMM decoder and phonological error
pattern (PEP) detection stages from previous work.
The clinical screening protocol upon which this prototype
system is based is the Diagnostic Evaluation of Articulation and
Phonology (DEAP) test [23]. Utilising a validated protocol as
the basis for this system ensures the diagnostic value of the target words. Furthermore, this knowledge of the target words
forms the basis of the constrained HMM decoder.
2.1. Acoustic Model
The first stage consists of an acoustic model of children’s
phonemes. The input to these models is speech made up of
target words in isolation, elicited through a picture naming task.
The acoustic model used in the previous system [17] used a hierarchical neural network (HNN) with long temporal context
features over a 310ms window. This HNN cascaded a pair of
neural networks (NN) into a third NN, with the third NN trained
on the concatenated posterior probabilities of the first two NN.
This model is used as a baseline reference in the current work.
The acoustic model proposed in this work replaces the HNN
with a DNN comprised of N fully connected layers with an
input layer, N-2 hidden layers and an output layer composed
of a softmax classifier. A number of different base and target
DNN designs were considered in the study and selected by tuning with the validation data set. This design process will be
described in greater detail in section 3.

3. Experiments
We performed experiments upon different acoustic models to
test the efficacy of phoneme recognition and PEP detection in
the automated assessment system. In this paper we explore different approaches to train the target network. A common characteristic of each approach involved replacing the output layer
of the base network with a new softmax classifier that was then
re-trained upon the children’s phoneme classes. The input and
hidden layers of the base network were then used to:

2.2. Constrained HMM Decoder
The second stage is the constrained Hidden Markov Model
(HMM) decoder, which was manually constructed from prior
knowledge of the target words and expert SLP knowledge about
likely phonological error patterns. The Viterbi decoding algorithm is used to infer the most likely phoneme sequence for each
test word. Development of this decoder is presented in [17].
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The out-of-domain DNN selected as the base for training the
children’s phoneme classes produced a minimum FER of 20.5%
on the AusTalk validation set. As this base network possessed
five layers overall (N=5), fine-tuning was performed on between
zero to four layers. Also, one to three hidden layers were pruned
from the base network with the remaining layers either being
fine-tuned or frozen. Consequently, there were eleven different
versions of the target DNN to investigate using transfer learning.
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Figure 3 shows the FER and PER of the eleven different DNNs
using transfer learning. The pruned networks where the top one
or two hidden layers were removed and the remaining layers
were fine-tuned offered the highest performance across all of the
networks. The rem-2t network had a slightly lower FER than
the rem-1t network, and hence, achieved the best overall performance with an FER and PER of 32.5% and 14.2%, respectively.
This result demonstrated that shallow target networks of 1 to 2
hidden layers offered superior performance for the children’s
phoneme recognition task. As the the base network was trained
with an adult speech corpus that was significantly larger than
our target corpus of disordered children’s speech, during finetuning, there will be a tendency for the target speech to overfit
a network of the same depth as the base model [25].
The DNNs that had a majority of their network layers being fine-tuned offered a performance advantage over the DNNs
that either had all or a majority of their network layers being
preserved. As features became more generic at the lower levels of a network, it is often found these more generic features
can be successfully transferred to a closely related task without
requiring adaptation [25]. Figure 3 shows this is not the case
in this study, given there is a monotonic increasing relationship
between the recognition performance and number of layers being fine-tuned. An improvement in the performance continued
until all of the hidden layers were fine-tuned (the tune-3 network with a FER of 34.4% and PER of 14.8%) suggesting that
the adult and children’s corpus were not closely related in terms
of their content.
The networks using transfer learning were benchmarked
against two alternative acoustic models. Figure 4 reveals that
the rem-2t network reduced the PER of the best performing
DNN (strictly trained on the MCRI corpus of children’s speech)
from 16.3% to 14.2%. Furthermore, the rem-2t network offered
an improvement over the HNN that was adopted in our previous
assessment system [17] with a reported PER of 19.3%.

Figure 2: DNN acoustic models, noting layers using out-ofdomain adult and in domain children’s speech data
• Fine-tune: The top k layers of the network (excluding
the output layer) were fine-tuned with children’s speech
and the remaining N-1-k hidden layers were preserved.
Fine-tuning was performed upon the top k = 0 to N-1
layers of each network and defined as tune-k.
• Prune: The top k hidden layers of the network were
removed, whilst the remaining N-1-k layers were either
preserved or fine-tuned with children’s speech. Pruning
was performed upon the top k = 1 to N-2 layers of each
network and defined as rem-kp when the remaining layers were preserved or rem-kt when the remaining layers
were fine-tuned.
Speech signals were split into 25ms frames with 15ms overlap. There were 13 Mel Frequency Cepstral Coefficients and 13
Delta Coefficients extracted from each frame. These were used
as the input vectors to the acoustic model. Temporal context
was added to the input vectors by concatenating an additional 7
frames on either side of the central frame (15 frame context).
The out-of-domain DNN was trained and validated upon
the AusTalk speech corpus using 294 hours of speech for training and 11 hours of speech for validation. A greedy search was
used to select a set of 12 parameters that minimise the frame
error rate (FER) of the AusTalk validation set. The parameters
that were tuned during the network construction were classed as
being either optimisation (method, weight initialisation, learning rate, learning decay, decay step, drop-out, regularisation,
weight decay and batch size) or architecture (number of hidden
layers and number of activation units/layer) based.
The target DNN were then trained, validated and tested
upon the MCRI corpus using an 80%, 10% and 10% split of
its 1173 utterances, respectively. Given that the out-of-domain
DNN was used as the base for training the target DNN, it was
only possible to tune a small number of parameters. Only five
of the optimisation based parameters (learning rate, learning decay, drop-out, regularisation and weight decay) were part of the
greedy search and used to minimise the FER of the MCRI validation set. This same process was used to produce the different
network architectures for transfer learning.
Once the acoustic models were tuned, the constrained
HMM decoder was then optimised. The transition weights of
the constrained decoder, which are described in [17], were selected using a three dimensional grid search to minimise the
PER of the MCRI validation set. Finally, the optimised assessment system was applied to the MCRI test set to evaluate its
performance.

3.1.2. PEP Detection
Test words of eight children speakers were selected from the
MCRI corpus to evaluate the extent to which the system can detect specific PEPs. These PEPs have been used by expert SLPs
to diagnose four of these speakers as having low risk speech
(all words were correctly pronounced) and the other four speakers as having moderate risk speech (fronting error in the word
‘teeth’ (\TH \→ \F \) and gliding errors in either or both of
the test words, ‘rain’ (\R \→ \W \) and ‘girl’ ( \L \→ \W
\)).
Our system (with the rem-2t network) was applied to eight
test words, ensuring these speakers were excluded from training and validation of the acoustic model. Table 1 shows that for
each of the four speakers diagnosed with moderate risk speech,
at least one fronting or gliding error was identified by the sys-
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Table 1: The system was evaluated by identifying the percentage of test words that were correctly classified as having a gliding error,
a fronting error or as being correctly pronounced for 8 children speakers selected from the MCRI corpus. Speakers 1-4 were assessed
by a SLP as being at low risk of speech development issues given there were no PEPs associated with its set of 8 test words. Speakers
5-8 were assessed by a SLP as having moderate risk speech due to a fronting error being identified in the test word ‘teeth’, and for
speakers 5, 6 and 8, a gliding error being found in either or both of the test words, ‘rain’ or ‘girl’.
1
75
N/A
N/A

Correctly Pronounced
Fronting
Gliding

2
62.5
N/A
N/A

Speaker
4
5
100
75
N/A 100
N/A
50
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100
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Figure 3: The DNNs that use different fine tuning and pruning strategies were compared to retrain a base model of adult speech for
disordered children’s speech. The DNNs were evaluated on the MCRI test set with the FER and PER.

20

This system combines a new acoustic model with existing methods for HMM decoding based upon knowledge of the test
words. We attempt to address the scarcity of disordered children’s speech that is available for training an acoustic model by
leveraging an out-of-domain DNN of adult speech to train our
target DNN of children’s phonemes. Results showed that adopting transfer learning improved the PER compared to a DNN
strictly trained on children’s speech and a HNN used in our previous system. Furthermore, we performed experiments to assess the system’s ability to detect PEPs in the test words of eight
children that had been diagnosed by a human SLP. It was shown
that typical PEPs were detected for all four children assessed as
having moderate risk speech. For two of the four speakers assessed as having low risk speech, the system correctly classifies
each of the phonemes as having the right pronunciation.
Future work will involve attempting to improve the acoustic
models by collecting additional disordered children’s speech for
training and identifying other sources of out-of-domain speech
(i.e. other child speech corpora) that may be more transferable to our assessment application than the adult speech from
AusTalk. Further integration of expert SLP knowledge is required for full implementation of the decision support stage.
This will include a knowledge base of developmental norms
which along with the detected PEPs, age and gender of the child
will allow for effective risk assessments to be made. In addition,
we are in the process of developing an end-user interface for
the assessment tool and are testing it with the target user group
(early childhood teachers and carers).

PER

15
10
5
0

rem-2t

DNN

HNN

Figure 4: A comparison of three different types of acoustic models; the HNN previously used in the assessment tool, a DNN
strictly trained with children’s speech and the rem-2t network
that used transfer learning.
tem. For speakers 6 and 7, every PEP was correctly identified.
Of the four speakers with low risk speech, all eight test words
were classified as being correctly pronounced for two of the
speakers (3 and 4). Speakers one and two were incorrectly classified to have two and three PEPs, respectively.
These results suggest that for a tool based on our current approach, it could be more challenging to correctly assess speakers with low risk speech as opposed to speakers with high risk
speech. To assess speakers as having low risk speech, the
phoneme recognition model may need to ensure that each of
the correctly pronounced test words are classified accurately.
Whilst for a speaker to be assessed as high risk, not every atypical PEP in the test words need to be correctly classified. In some
cases, only one atypical PEP may need to be classified correctly.
Whilst this is not an ideal situation, it is still preferable to the reverse scenario where there is an increased likelihood of children
with high risk speech being missed by the system.
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4. Conclusions
We are developing a new proof of concept screening system
to provide assessment of young children’s speech development.
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